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Crustees announce voluntary fees
by M.D. Gucci
Staff Rambler

Mike Spot, off crampus board president,
strongly disagrees with the whole idea of a
voluntary fee.
The Universityrof Milne ward of crustees
Spot said, "Hell neil It(the voluntary feel
announced the enactment of a $200 volunis not a good idea.
tary student life fee yesterday.
"Students should have to pay through the
nose for the benefits this university may
Fail Slick, UMaine president said, "If you
someday offer their grandchildren."
feel like paying this fee then by geez bobs go
Spot, who has voiced his complaints to
on and pay the damn thing, but if you don't
Whiteout, said he will contintie to "protest
want to pay then hey, don't worry about
this lunacy until some kind of mandatory fee
gets hammered out."
Slick said the voluntary fee was part of a
just can't believe it," he said. "First
new program for The university.
voluntary fees and then what's next, unisex
"We like to think about it (the program)
bathrooms?"
as a way of, well, kind of saying to the
Slick said this new program will probably
students 'We know this week's been tough
spread to all aspects of the university.
on you but hey, chill baby and have this six
"We plan to add tuition bills and parking
pack on us'," he said.
tickets to the optional payment plan."
_
Blight Whiteout-dean-of-Student Disser---slicit-said.
vices, agreed.
Slick denied rumors that the new program
Whiteout said, "1 think this new program
would make course grades dependent solely
kind of typifies a whole new outlook that
on attendance.
is enveloping this college.
"We would have to fail half of our
students right now if we adopted that kind
Whiteout described this new outlook as
the university's "commitment to mediocriof a policy," he said.
Slick said that most of the voluntary fee
money would go toward painting the new
-There is something vaguely honorable
school slogan on the Memorial Gymnasium.
about being mediocre," he said. "I mean,
"We figured we would replace our current
it just seems to be so un-American,not to at
slogan, The Maine Difference, with
least strive toward mediocrity."
Whiteout said the voluntary fee greatly
something a little more upbeat.
Off Crampus Board President Mike Spot tries to get Blight Whiteout, dean
"We are going to try 'Chill Baby' or maybe
enhances the university's new commitment.
of student Dissers ices, to see things his was.
(Baer photo)
even 'Yo, Chill Baby' if we have enough
"The fee fits in perfectly. It's like, well, it's
'nt." he said.
like ou read about." he said.

New $50 parking fee
enacted for students
by l-m-not-ded-yet Plourde
Stiff writer
Uniiersity of Maine officials announced the approval of a new mandatory
fee which will take effect on Sept. I, 1987.
The new fee will require all students to purchase a $50 parking permit for
campus lots, said William Laughlines of the UMaine police department.
"It doesn't matter if they have vehicles on campus or not, everyone will
have to fork oser the cash, Laughlines said.
Dom Asseato, vice president for administration, said the money raised by
this fee will be used to pay for the expansion of staff and faculty lots on
campus.
"We (the administration, faculty, and staff)just don't have enough convenient places to park," Asseato said.
"Sometimes we have to walk as far as 50-100 feet from our vehicles to the
buildings," he added.
Laughlines said a portion of the fee was also going to beused to procure
additional spaces for the students to park.
"The deal isn't final yet but negotiations are ongoing with the Bangor Mall
for the rental of some of its excess parking space," Laughlines said.
Bangor Mall officials refused to comment on the negotiations except to
say that the contract with the university hinged on the preparation of an alternate plan for student parking during the mall's busy holiday season.
UMaine police chief A. J. Reynoldsvvrap said alternate plans for student
parking are still being discussed.
"We have a lot of great ideas for the solution to the student parking problem on campus," Reynoldswrap said.
"There is a loi of available parking in the area for the students, it is just
not as convenient as they would like," he added.
UMaine Board of Trustee member Richard Harrison XVI said students
should be pleased with both the mandatory:permit and the Bangor Mall parking plan.

Angry senators try to hoist Student Government President Booth Chrisby
up to the hanging tree.

GSS attempts lynching
by Jan Vertebrae
Stuff Writer

The General Student Sircus has declared
itself to be in a state of anarchy after last
night's attempted lynching of student
government President Booth Chrisby.
Last night's GSS meeting erupted into a
bitter battle between Chrisby and senators
tam PARK page 6) John ()Night and Garry Huggies.

-

Chrisby was dragged by an angry mob of
senators led by O'Night and Huggies to the
cannons by Hancock Hall
Chanting "It's the firing squad for
you,— the group discovered that the cannons were not loaded and began to look for
a suitable hanging tree.
Chrisby, upon realizing that the mob was
serious in its pursuit to hang him, pleaded
(see SIRCUS page 6)
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Fogler Library vandalized last night
Christy Bald:.
Staph Righter

Kay Pelietears, oserdue book accountant, said the fee for has log the books
out for eight years amounted to abouf
318,000.

Aldark said she heard a noise from the
computer clusters and feared that the
vandals were still inside the building.

Elaine Aldark, director of Fogler
ribrary. came lo work Tuesday morning '
"I have never seen anything like this.
to find 15 books, overdue since 1979, Someone should slap them on the hand
returned along with other mysterious for being so negligent," she said. "I
happenings.
hope they have a trust fund set up
William Laughlines. crime instigator, somew here to pay for their tardiness.:
said that the library' had been penetrated
Once inside the building, the vandals
through the overnight book drop.
proceeded to the Interlibrary loan Of ice,
"ApparentIs. the group shoved an acLaughlines said.
complice through the slot and he went
around to turn off the alarm system,"
"We found slips made out to Sultan
he said. "We are now looking for a very
Selim's palace in Turkey for books like
thin person with 'overnight book drop' The for of Sex and Ntinpho,".. he
stamped backwards on his forehead." said.

BLOOM COUNTY

grabbed a volume from the Oxford
Dictionary set and slowly made my way
to the computers," she said.
The noiseluped out to be three Apple computers spitting out messages, she
said.
"It ssas ass fol." she said. —Have
you burned a book today' and 'Read
banned books' kept flashing on the
screens."
Laughlines said the elevators wereinoperable due to books stacked to the
ceiling.

by Berke Breathed

Up in special collections. books
enclosed in temperature controlled cases
were nothing but dust
Eric Weed, special collections overseer,
said the glass had been broken. causing,
a severe drop in temperature.
"The books couldn't take the change
and since they . are so old, they
disintegrated." he said. .
.But what really irked Weed was the
message made from the dust particles.
"They took the dust and formed a
message on the carpet that said, 'Since
we can't read them,.we might as well get
rid of them: How rude." he said.
Laughlines said other incidents included card catalog drawers being glued
shut, plants killed due to urination, and
the castration of several sculptures in the
Oakes _Room.
The only thing stolen was April's issue.
of Field and Stream, Laughlines said
A.J. Reynoldswrap, chief of crime at
I3Maine, said instigators are now dusting
,the place for fingerprints.
If the culprits are found,
Reynoldswrap said they will be fined the
S38,000 and their library cards will he
revoked.
As far as- legal restitution,
Reynoldswrap said the culprits will be
sentenced to life in prison and will be
assigned library duty in hopes they will
reform in time for parole. „
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Caribou project may be
cover for nuclear dump
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The Environmental Protection Agency announced early Tuesday that it had
verified its suspicions that the Newfoundland caribou, transplanted to the
University of Maine campus late last
year, are a cover for a high-level nuclear
waste dump.
University officials denied this the
EPA's report, saying that the high level
of radiation measured was due to the
testing on the caribou of a new fertility
.drug.
Upon questioning of those involved,
it was discovered that nuclear waste is
being fed to ;hg animals as a supplement _
to their diet.
A theory proposed in Russia after the
Chernobyl incident states that caribou
have an enzyme in their stomachs which
breaks down nuclear waste.
It is also theorized that the chemicals,
when introduced to the animals' bodies,
increases their reproductive instincts, a
spokesperson for the EPA said.
University officialt said that they had
given in to the idea of testing the
reproduction theory when the herd was
reduced to 26 females and I male.
A school official, who requested
anonymity, said, "We had to do
something to increase his sex drive. We
need to make this caribou transfer work.
We've invested too much money in it.
and our funding will be cut if we don't
succeed.

"If that were to happen, we would
have to increase student activity fees
again."
EPA officials allege that the land
where the caribou are being held was used as a nuclear waste dump long before
the animals were introduced.
"We think that the high levels of radiation registered in the soil are not due to
the animals' waste as university officials
claim. We suspect that approximately
two million tons of solid nuclear waste
are buried deep in the ground in back
of the University of Maine," said Nick
Watson, spokesperson for the EPA.
"Although the Chernobyl theory is not
a hoax, we think the university planned
to use that theory as a cover for any
radiation that might have been
discovered. We feel the caribou Were
transplanted for this reason. We cannot,
however, reveal any more evidence at this
time." Watson said in a telephone
interview..
President Fail Slick refused to comment on the announcement, but an
anonymous caller, who claimed to be a
university official, said,
admit the
caribou were a cover, but we did want
to test the Chernobyl theory, and it
seemed to be the perfect opportunity..
Nick Watson closed his announcement saying, "We don't yet know what
the long-range effects will be. We hope
that no permanent damage has been
done, but if it's any consolation,' the
nuclear waste has increased the sex drives
of the caribou."

Lone male caribou underwent a few physical changes after being fed nuclear
aphrodisiacs.
I ka m pus photo)
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by Mart Mellon
Stuffed Writer
Sentences were handed down to three
men at Bungor Toostrict Court today, as
the result of a tavern raid last Thursday.
The men, Michael Klein, Joseph Harnan, and Harry "Chip" Taylor, were,
sentenced on charges ranging from serving minors, smuggling controlled
eubstances, harboring illegal aliens, and
selling llamas without a license.

Members of the University of Maine
Department of Public Safety raided the
Duxbury Tavern, an establishment
located in the bushes along College
Avenue. late Thursday night after
residents complained of a half nude man
chasing what neighbors described as "a
giant sheep with a funny head."
Pace .apprehended Taylor, wearing
only the bottom half of a polyester
(see DUXBURY page 6)
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Termites invade bookstore, library
• Erer).thing You Always Ranged to Know
About Mutant, Winged, Brazilian
Termites.
The article stated, "Are you having a
A hoard of-mutant, winged. Brazilian
problem with mutant, winged, Brazilian
termites converged on the University of
termites? Then" try feeding them
Maine textbook Annex and Fogler
Twinkies. The little buggers like them so
Library Tuesday and devoured
much, they will munch them until they
thousands of dollars worth of books
bursi.-r
before they were stopped by a TwinkleAldark, accompanied by Streamer,
slinging librarian.
dashed out to Super Shaw's and bought
Karen Shoal, UMaine bookstore
four do/en cases of the creme-filled
manager, said the insects munched
,ponge cakes.
everything but the entomology and
By. the time she arrjved back at the
physics textbooks.
library, the mites had made their way inDamage in the library was limited to
to.the periodical stacks, where they were.
back copies of Gourmet magazine.
feasting upon back issues of Gourmet.
At about 9 a.m., Shoal said, a large,
With little time to spare. Aldark
black cloud appeared above the Maine
began laying a trail of Twinkles into the
Center for Cultural Deprivation.
elevators.
When she finally realized what the
The inflated termites started chowing
—cloud was, she. said, the termites had
down, and as they ate, they began to
already engulfed the store.
expand.
(Gustafson photo)
Creme-filled Twinkles prove to be termites' undoing.
"At first, I thought we were just hayin'
"They looked just like the meatballs
a spot o' bad weather," she said. could have bought a new car?"
With the termites surrounded,.
they serve in the cafeteria," said Percy
"Before I knew what was goin' on, they
The mites munched the next five aisles Streamer brought out his secret weapon:
Peabody, a UNtaine sophomore from
were all over the place."
before reaching the physics section, a giant, spring-loaded butterfly net.
Palmyra.
Shoal said the insects marched from
where they developed acute indigestion,
He then fired the net at the thick
Before long, Peabody said,. most of
aisle to aisle and munched the As, Bs, witnesses said.
cloud, but to no avail.
the bloated buns had made their way inCs, and Ds in less than five minutes.
Shoal said David Streamer, UMaine
"They were tough little buggers." he
to the elevator.
During the commotion,-witnesses said
fire starter,. was called to the scene.
said. "They ate right through the net."
Filled with cream, the termites began
Shoal was running about shouting,"My
He arrived to find the thick cloud.,of
After chowing the net, the termites
bursting.
profits, my profits!"
fat-bellied termites, with an acute case next converged on the library.
"It reminds me of the time I put my
The mutant mites skipped the en- of gas, making its way toward the Fogler
pet hampster in the microwave."
Elaine Aldark, library director, said
tomology books but chowed down on
library.
the mites let out a collective belch and
Peabody said. "They just kept popping '
the forestry texts.
He said he thought to himself, "Now, began munching the New York Times
until there were none left."
Shoal said during the commotion, stu- what would the guys on Emergency do index.
Soon. Aldark said, all that remained
dent customers in the store were cheer- in a situation like this"
The cool-headed Aldark said she
was a large puddle of cream, which
ing for the termites.
He proceeded to mobilize all of the knew what she had to do.
Streamer and other members of the
"It was awful,' she said. "Those Big Wheels in the station (budget cuts,
Students in the library said she dashfirestarter department swept up and
kids have no respect. Don't they realize you know) and attempted to surround ed up to special collections on the third
brought to the dining commons in time
that if I had sold another 25 books, I the hoard.
floor and found an article, titled,
for the evening meal.
by I.M. Bergee
Resident Cheese Dog
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ROOM SIGN-UPS START APRIL 6
Present residents - Get your information
from your R.A. or R.D.
Commuters - Contact the Residential Life
Office, Estabrooke 581-4584.
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Two UnIrsity of Maine students who were reported lost in January were found
in the admi sions office at the University of Southern Maine yesterday.
I.M. Lcist and U.R. Found, two freshmen students who were registering for classes
three months ago, said they were "just going through add/drop and got lost "because
of the directions given to them.
According to Found, after three days of looking for his adviser, he was told to
pick up an add/drop sheet from the College of Arts and Science. He was then told
to get each teacher, head of each department, his adviser, adviser's spouse, the dean
and the dean's spouse, a friend, and a parent to sign it and then return with the form.
"Everywhere-.we.went, we were sent somewhere else," Lost said.
Lost and Found will begin class,es again in August and for now will be housed
on campus free of charge.
"I guess we took a wrong turn somewhere,- Found said. "At least next
,Icster we'll know where we're going."

2002
The Non-Alcoholic Nightclub
6 Central St., Intown Bangor
Open: 8 p.m. - 3 a.m. Thursday
8 p.m. - 4 a.m. Friday and Saturday Only
Dre%s Code Enforced

Non-Alcoholic
18 and Older
D.J./ Rock-N-Roll

Cover: $3.00 Thursday
$5.00 Friday and Saturday
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by Jan' Vertebrae
Stuff Writer

The Oronoka was the only restaurant
to be given a four-star rating by last
week's New York Times resiess of Maine
restaurants.
The review called the Oronoka's roast
beef dinner "incomparable to any to be
found on the East Coast" and said the
desserts "are mouth-watering, delectable,
and beyond anyone's wildest fantasies."
The atmosphere was described as a
"perfect blend of rustic Maine charm
and an enchanting bar room
coziness.
Customers feel comfortable both
dressed casually or in black-tie formal
wear, the review said.
Owner John Bacongrease said he was
"delighted" with the article but hoped
the review wouldn't increase business so

The Oronoka hopes to attract a higher class of customers after good resiew
much that there would be long waiting
lines.
"Business is booming as it is,..
Bacongrease said. "I wouldn't want my
many regular customers to be edged out
by all the newcomers who will be attracted by the good publicity."
Bacongrease, however, said he
wouldn't mind a few more customers

and is considering said parking if
business picks up considerably.
He said he also may add an outdoor
"patio dining" area behind the building
although he doesn't want to ruin the
landscape which the Times called "of
unsurpassing beauty, truly an important
landmark which all visitors to Maine
should see."

Although it has only been on news
stands for a week, the review is already
attracting a higher class of clientele,
which is just what the owners wanted.
Julie Bacongrease, John Bacongreases
wife and owner of the Oronoka, said the
restaurant is ready to raise- its already
high standards and the quality of its
customers.
"Me and my old man are sick of these
damn college kids coming in here and
spilling brews all over the fine Oriental
rugs," she said.
"We'd like to attract some of these
high-and-mighty snots from across the
street at the country club."
The Bacongreases plan to offer live
entertainment nightly and already have
the Bangor Symphony Orchestra lined
up after they finish their set at
Bumstock.
Symphony conductor Voco Sotto said,
"The orchestra members are quite excited to be playing at such a fine
establishment as the Oronoka."

Bizrre medical treatment discovered
THE AMERICAN HEART'
ASSCEIATION
MEMORIAL PRG;RAM •

Cutler Death Center probed
by Gin Ger
Staff Wronger
Recent incidents involving students
being treated At Cutler Death Center
have sparked:controversy between the
hospi-tal administration and the
American Medical Association.
Pat Bland, a 22-year-old senior from
,Rome, Maine, who was complaining of
stomach pains, went to the center for
treatment and Yeas diagnosed as being
pregnant.
"I really don't know how this could
have happened. There must have been
some mix-up with my blood work."
he said.
Two students who went to Cutler with
sore throats on Friday were put in casts
and kept overnight for observation.
Sissy Zeroski, one of the students kept
overnight, complained that the music
was psychologically damaging.
"I was only there for one night, but
the Musak suddenly turned into 'You be
by the Beastie Boys. It played over
and oser until I managed to fall
asleep." she said.

Dr. Lumbar, the doctor who diagnosed the patients, said they were both complaining of other injuries but he had to
treat the major ones first.
"You can never be too sure about these
things — never look at the obvious,"
he said, referring to their sore throats.
Prancy Nice, health educator at Cutter
Death Center, said the doctor's
diagnoses were justified.
"Accidents do happen, and we're no
exception to the rule. Nobody's
perfect," Nice said.'
In an unrelated problem. X-ray technician Ray Gamma said he was not to
blame for the accidental radiation overdose to the plants in the room.
"Well, I came into the room after taking the developed pictures to the doctor
and I noticed the machine was turned
on.
"I am positive I turned it off after the
skull x-rays were taken. But I can't explain the glow around the geraniums."
said Gamma.
Dr. Justin Case, an extra member of
the staff who had returned from a
meeting with an Indian guru, was accus-

Come and Sample

)Giffords
Famous Ice Cream

10- 4 Today!
at the
Student Union
Newsstand

ed of operating under the influence.
"I am truly feeling bad karma around
the office. The positivity is low while the
hostility is high," Case said.
While the exact charges of influence
are unknown at the present, Busty Alien,
director of the facility, said no further
action has been taken by the AMA.

WERE RGHTING FOR
VOUR LIFE

American Heart
Association
The space prov.Pecl es a pubec sinew
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THE ACADIA CORPORATION

HELP WANTED
Jordan Pond House Restaurant
Kitchen ManagaL - Must have strong background in high
quality food production, inventory controls and staff
management.
Dining_Eloonalkanager - Must be able to deal cordially with
the public and train and Supervise a college age staff in
fine dining room service.
Above are salaried positions beginning in early May
through late October. To apply for these positions. send
letter of application to: Michael Welch. Acadia Corp., Box
24. Bar Harbor, ME 04609.
Line Cooks Prep Cooks Dishwashers Sus help,
Waiters/Waitresses - Preference given to those who can
stay through October.
Dormitory Co-Supervisor , live-in position providing food
service and supervision for staff dormitory.
To apply, call or write for application: The Acadia Corp.,
Box 24, Bar Harbor, ME 04609 288-5592.

The Acadia Shops
alikp Clerks - Available in all locations including
downtown Bar Harbor, Cadillac Mountain. Thunder Hole,
and Jordan Pond. Positions available through Labor Day
or through October.
To apply, call or write for application: The Acadia Corp.,
Box 24. Bar Harbor, ME 04609 288-5592.
Equal Opportunity Employer
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•Sircus
w ith, (hem to "stop this foolishness"
and promised to abdicate his office if his
life were spared.
O'Night, however, said, "Ifs too late
for that Chrisby. We're tired of your
voting record — always proadministration, you lily-livered little
Yuppie.
"Besides, you're getting in the was of

The Dailv M

(continued from page 1)
our struggle for power."
As' Mark Haggling was tightening the
noose, a ROTC squad performing covert
night manuevers on the mall appeared
on the horizon.
"Unhand that boy," Commander
Loren Meadows ordered as his squad
charged toward the frenzied group of
senators.

•Duxbury

(continued from page 3)

leisure suit, after a high speed chase police officers the people started to run
around campus.
and'scream. There were a few people at
"We never would have caught him if the bar who kept on drinking
College Avenue wasn't in such lousy though."
shape. The Ilamma stepped in a giant pot
"We found evidence of minors drinkhole and broke its leg," A.J. ing, and prostitution," Reynoldswrap
Reynolds% rap, director of UMaine said. "As well as contraband drugs, incrime, almost said.
cluding No-Doz and marijuana, and in
An unidentified police officer was a back room 42 illegal Mexican imquoted assaying, "Damn, those llamas migrants were tound. All the immigrants
were identified as Timothy Boemher.
can move."
Lawyers for the sentenced men,.Al
Taylor, in an attempt to plea bargain,
disclosed the location of the tavern while Douville and Donald Marden Jr., pleadplaying charades with police officers.
ed mistaken identity for their clients
Members of the department, some of who, they said, were attending Mass for
them in plain clothes, proceeded to the famine victims in Delaware.
scene. Loon arrival at the tavern, the
When asked to comment on the
group of undercover officers was ac- charges Klein said,."Vve didn't know the
costed by a group of drunken minors, kids were minors. Everybody looks
who circled them with their Big-Wheels, young these days."
"Those young ladies were not proand demanded candy.
Instigator William Laughlines said, stitutes." Rarnan was quoted as say"h was a tense situation, we were ing. "They were friends of ours."
debating whether to draw on them or
Klein entered the court house on crutnot. Luckily one of the officers had ches, as a result of the police dropping
some Chicklets and dispersed the . a bed on his lower body to subdue him.
hoodlums with the gum.
The police were able to apprehend Har"The interior of the tavern was in
nan when he fell down for no apparent
.chaos as we moved in," Laughlines reason.
said:
All three men were sentenced to 15
"When we identified ourselves as
years of public service.
The ails are real. the stories are set el this world
>ma van ills eV. VW. alt 41111XVIVC41Y

As Chrisby was relunctintly released
from the noose by an unidentified offcampus senator, Huggies was overheard,
saying to O'Night, "Drat! And we were
so close too."
After Chrisby was led to safety by the
band of ROTC boys, it was discovered
that the vice-president of student government, Snarl Bobbins, had fled from the
GSS meeting.
He has not been seen since and is
believed to be in hiding in a remote area
of Puerto Rico.
Chrisby has resigned as student
government president and offered his
and Bobbins's positions to Mick and
Davre, who replied, "No way."

William Laughlines, UMaine police
instigator, said since Chrisby refused to
press charges against anyone in the student sircus the police can do nothing.
"Resides," Laughlines said, "the ,
UMPD has enough to do hunting down
underaged drinkers and confiscating
dangerous narcotics such as marijuana.
"We don't have time to investigate
every little lynching that occurs on campus."
Huggies had no comment about the
incident and O'Night said he didn't want
to say anything that might hurt his
chances in next year's campaign against
Orono Rep. John Boss.

•Park

(continued from page 11

"If they have any money' left after pay- - —should bring the university into the top
10 in the country for student fees.
ing the fees to buy another siii-pack of
beer, the short walk from the mall to
"It really upset us to discover that we
campus should help them keep their beer • were far below the
national average for
bellies an check,' Harrison said.
.
fees
-7- he said. "We will try hard to be
UMaine Chancellor "Frowning Jack" in the top ten for tuition, room and
Woodberry said the approval of this fee board, and fees from now on."

Baer photo)
111:, >fin ASK ARK AUK >MIK >MC AIM.

You are cordially invited to
attend the Installation of

Dale W. Lick
as the Fifteenth President of the
University of Maine
on
Saturday', April 25 at 7:30 p.m.
in the
Maine Center for the Arts.
Tickets are required.
Please call the President's Office
at 581-1512
to make reservations.
Replies are requested no later
than APRIL 6.

American Independent Productions from
HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA
announces a n. ionwide

TALENT SEARCH
to cast the soomto be-filmed
MAJOR MOTION PICTURE

TWO LOCAL WINNERS
one kor BEAUTY and one for DANCE
will be awarded

Roles in the movie and flown to

HOLLYWOOD!

FINAL COMPETITION
Wednesday, April 1st

Nzvt,,
,PtAT!.9.4,
Holiday Inn
500 Main Street, Bangor
Sponsored 1) Coors & Coors Light
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Senate votes to outlaw AIDS, 99-1
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NVASHINGTON (BS) — In a 99 to 1
decision Tuesday, Congress declared the
AIDS virus illegal.
Due to the increasing prevalence and
public apprehenSion of-*IDS, several
state senators proposed a bill to outlaw
the virus.
"We got tremendous pressure from
our constituents." said Sen. Floyd
Gerald of Oklahoma, "Something had
to be done.'
The bill was introduced to the Senate
n a ioint effort by senators from Ver-

mont, Oklahoma. Hawaii. and (. onnecticut late Tuesday afternoon and was
passed immediately.
"The only way I know to cure the
epidemic is to make it illegair" said
Sen. Edwin Josephs of Connecticut
AIDS victims will be granted amnesty under the new law, but those who acquire the virus after April 1, 1987 will
ge-artetted and jailed- with maximum
sentences ranging from 10 years to life
imprisonment.

"We just can't let the public be sIc
timized by fear any longer," said Sen.
Carl Davis of Missouri. "This law will
make the streets safe again."
Although the bill passed almost
unanimously, one dissenting vote was
cast under the basis that the law was
unconstitutional.
"If you take away the public's right to
get the virus, you might as well take away
their right to breathe." said Sen.
Stuart Howe of Washington.

Howe contended that the law infringed on the fundamental freedoms evident
in speech and press, and that regulating
the transmission of the v irus is
"downright communist."
Despite the dissention, the new law
will go intb effect April 1 and will be incorporated into law codes throughout
the nation.
"This is a great day for the American
public, 1 must say," said Sen. Robert
Prairie of Indiana: "I don't know why
we (senators] hadn't thought of it
sooner."
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Vanna White used to be a man
HOLLYWOOD(BS) — Vanna White,
co-host of TV's popular game show
"The Wheel of Fortune," announced
at a press conference called late Tuesday
afternoon that she used to be a man.
She said that it was time to come out
of the closet and show the audience that
she is more than just a dumb blonde..
Producers of the game show said that
they had no idea why White had requested the press conference., but "Vanna gets whatever she wants so we didn't
ask any questions."
Co-host Pat Sajak looked stunned
following White's announcement, but
when questioned later said. "I don't really know what to say. Vanna and I have
always been very close. I can't believe

that I didn't know. I guess I'll look at
beautiful women differently from now
on."
•
That seems to be exactly what White
is looking for.
"I was tired of being a sex symbol —
a dumb, beautiful blonde in an evening
gown. I wanted to be respected as a
human being," she said.
"Ten years ago. I was a "pretty boy"
named Vance Wright. Now I'm a sex
symbol. Next, I hope to do some more
meaningful acting. Possibly a movie rote.
I think people will take my acting more
seriously now."
When asked for her thoughts on the
subject, Dr. Ruth Westheimer said, "I
think it is wonderful. You should do

whatever feels right sexuallY, as long as
it doesn't hurt anyone. I am proud of
Vanna for coming out of the closet, and
I can understand her reasoning. I, too,
feel that I am used as a sex symbol at
times, rather than a human being."
The producers of "The Wheel of Fortune" said they were shocked at the announcement and were not sure what effect it would have on their ratings.

Shake the
habit.
Salt Its responsible
for a lot more than
seasoning /our food It can
also contribute to high blood
pressure, a risk factor for
stroke and heart attack It's a
habit you cant afford not to
shake

Wayne Fortin, one of the producers of
the game show, said, "It's a more liberal
society that we live in today. Ten years
ago, we would have had to throw away
the show. Today? Well, we'll have to wan
and see."
Tha ads are real. the stories are out of this vont

ATTENTION. SENIORS
There will be a Senior Class Meeting on Thursday, April 2 at
7:00 p.m. in 100 Nutting Hall. Come find out about:

SENIIM WEEK EVENTS:
- Fireworks
- Pubnite
- Senior Class Wine & Cheese
Reception for faculty, administration, & staff
- New England New Vaudeville Revue
- Pub Crawl
- Senior Formal
- 1987 Senior Week Roadrace
- Also, details on...

*1987 Senior Celebration and Commencement*
All Seniors are encouraged to attend!
We will be selling class t-shirts. graduation announcements, and tickets
to Senior Formal and Senior Bash.

....mmtewremm.—......"

X
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The Daily

Editorial
Academy fouls up again
or many people the awards presentations
on tele% ision are- the epitome of
entertainment.
.
'
Last night's Academy Awards were no'exception.
This tradition should be dragged out of its
overstuffed armchair and shot down in its tracks!
The Academy .Awards are prized highly for their
prestige.. But they are never given to the movies and
actors who deserve them the most. Even the award categories are totally confusing.
For example, this year's top movie Was Platoon,
a fairly good mcivie. It did all right at the box office also. There should be a categialty for the, movie
where the most number of people get killed. k
In such a category, great films as Mambo: FA'
Blood Part II should have walked away with a
ts hole slew of.scars. Platoon just did not have
enough kleathi.iei win-,_
Other categories like cinematography, and best short feature, should be abolished. '
Taking their place should be categories like Best
Title. and Most N'uditS-- Shown by a new - '
actress,actor.
The awaro- tor nest Documentary is not important because nobody would pay money to go to a
small granola theater and watch them. Most people

F

waiLuntil they come to public television, which
nobody really pays for anyway.
Movies should be judged on how much money
they make, or how mankr sequels the directors are
able to pull out of them. If this were the case then
great movies like Friday the 13th- Part 7, would be
a shoe in for an Oscar.
Best Actor and Actress awards should go to the
person who has done the most roles as the same'
person. Actors like Sylyestor Stallone and actresses
such as'Madonna would be Set for life.
- The people who judge the movies fOr the awards
Should be locked up and slowly strangled. Real
people should be asked to judge the flicks. How
many of the judges actually paid to go see Platoon? None of.theny did.
They're all waiting for it Insoine Out oq.VCR
and save monev.
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Joe Gauthier
El Valor de riajar
El Valor de viajar
Mi amigo Michael Di Cicco vino a yerme aniewr
para averiguar Si yo queifa escribir algo para Uds.,
los lectores del diario The Maine Campus. Le dije
que no soy escritor sino bromista y entonces inc dfo
que querta que yo escribiera un ensayo parael dia
de los Santos lnocentes sobre un tema que me i;
,
teresaralPero yolPor gut? Me contesKque sena
c6mico y un poco diferente si le entregara alo escrito
totalmente en esparto!. AquiestflY buena suerte
a los yanquis y-.a los gringos que no han tornado
ningun cursti de espaffol! .
Nunca sabre cuando yendni el tfltimo dia de la
vida. AprendS eso hare_mitchos_arios. De niffo, _n3j.
papa me Rev° aNariOs velorios Itigubres y yo habia
decidido en eso momentos de trisreza y dolor que
yo vivirfa a traves de-las experiencias sin precuparme
del futuro. Mi pap( me habia dicho tpre todo el
mundo tiene -una sola oportunidad de diSfrutar de
la riqueza ofrecida por la vida. Hay que
aprovecharse de la Ida)i
es -precis() pensar cl
.
s una
manera positiva para Ilevarla al cabo. Ademas me
--dijo que si El fuera muy pobre y si tuviera solamente
la rope que Ilevaba. quell se sentat en una esquina
de cualquier ciudad para mirar a la genie y los
coches que pasaran por la calle. Uno siempre tiene
una manera de arreglar, me dijo. Ahora estoy segue°
que la mayor parse de Uds. que ken esparTol estin
preguntrndose cal es el mensaje aq‘?Puequiere
decirnos este tipo que nos hate trabajar para leer
su ensayo filosicfico escrito en espariO1 en vez de ingA? Las respuestas son mg sencillas que las
preguntas creo yo. LO MAS IMPORTANTE PARA
MI ES VIVIR. Eso es. La vida se puede ternar
sin nadir, sin darse uno cuenta de ello, sin aun de
haber tenido oportunidad de cambiar la sit uacitfn.
Para mi, la muerte tiene una finahdad. Par eso, hay
que dNertirse y hay que vivir ahora_ Tengo unos
parientes viejos que esein acostumbrados a quejarse
de todo. Siempre han sido a4f. Nunca han estado
contentos. No hay nada que les satisfaga. no les
gusta la vida. Estan esperando la muerte y me dijeron eso durante nuestra v isita. Cuando les dije que
yo habfa ido a Mf.xico durante el "Spring Break"
para ver el paisaje y para aprender algo de la vida
de los mexicanos y los indios, casi no pudieron
creerme. Sfsfsf: se puede tener miedo de cruzar la
frontera entre los EEUU y Mexico y tambi6,he
puede conocer personalmente la venganza de
Moctezuma y has- ladrones por las canes del Distrito
Federal Pero asi es la vida. A veces uno se encuentra con problernas y otras veces .no. El escritor
nortearnericano Ernest Hemingway soffa aprendor
de la vida. Su secret() fue la experiencia. Para ti, la
amplitud de la existencia humana k dio la energra
para hater mucho durante su vida de m(s de sewnta airos. Record;el mundo desde los EEUU hasta
los bares y los caft4 de Pars, inclusive hasta la
frontera de la Primera Guerra Mundial en Italia. Iba
a ver las corridas de toros de Pamplona y pescaba
en el Caribe. Conoci6la vida a trave; de la experiencia. Estoy de acuerdo que fue una listima que Sc
suicidara en vez de vivir. Pero podemos aprender
alga de Hemingwa)-. Para vivir bien y saber de lo
que existe, hay que correr el riesgo de viajar fuera
de Maine)' los EEUU. Drum( paso. Enctiguese de
lavida. No hay rnA remedio que hacer un viaje para
ver que hay en el mundo. Abra los ojos y yea la'
realidad con ms claridad. Busque aventuras. Si Ud.
es joven y puede viajar, aproveche la ocasiern y viva.
Allfestrel toque! No haga Ud. disculpas ridiculas.
Durante los doce meses anteriores he viajado a
Hawaii; a California y a Mexicoirengo suertelSoy
ricolSoy dim& de un avi'On? No, no y no. Soy estudiante coma la mayotca de Uds. y gano la plata
como los demfs: trabaja Para ntr, todo se trata de
creer en si mismo y pensar que ahora es el momento y hoy es el dif. Tal vez manana no venga. Puede
que no salga el sol =Tana. No quicro que termine
la vida pero si jia muriera durante la noche sin
_ despertartne,ya sabr6 sin duda Mk yo habfa tenido
una existenceia bien interesante y Ilena de experiencias provechosas. A fin de cuentas, todo es posible
en la vida. Si es posible imaginarlo, sera posible
hacerlo.
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Response
Solving world problems
from the wire editor:
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cy for erasing the answering
machine before he got the
Being Wire. Editor for a
message? It's 'almost as
semester is enough to make
believable.
anyone suicidal.
- And then.there's this burning
Dealing with hijackings,
coun case involving Baby M.
hostages, murders, • riots,
Forget all the legal precesuicides, plane crashes and
dent's to be set and forget the
. natural disasters day in and day
future
of
surrogate
out tends to dampen ones
motherhood.
outlook on lift
The court gising custody to
Mary Beth Whitehead would be
Every once in awhile I retrieve
like a parole board saying
ins sanits 'sitting down and
'Well. Mr. Manson, you've
realizing how truly simple
been such an exemplary conthings wvauld be if people would
victed mass-murderer, we'rcgodo things my_was.._
ing to let you go. Now be good,
Take Jim and Tammy Baker,
and don't kill anyone'
for instance.
Oh. those terrible tempta:
iionS---of -the flesh. Jim, you
naughty.'nenghty boy. You clid
it. and now everyone knows.
I think Tammy should take
some uppers, throw a public fit,
disorce her adulterous hubby,
mans Jerry Falwell's son;and
then have a fling with her ex-on
--the- side - Everyone- would save
face, and almost nothing would,
change.
-

While we're on the subject of
sa% ing face, what about good
or Ron, and his teeny problem
ith his memory.
Instead of telling us he
"couldn't remember" the phone
;all about arms for the Contras,
w its didn't he just blame_Nan-

old hoot, that God of ours! He
wasn't satisfied with $5 million
— he needed $10 million more!
think it would have been fun
to see what happened to poor
ol' Oral when he came up short
on Judgement Day. Next time,
let's do it, OK?
And finally, 1 think we all
know what the perfect solution
is to ending all of these airplane
hijackings, but we're afraid to
admit it. It's really %cry simple.
Take all of those handsome
young
mountains
from
Wrestlemania, give them all a
little extra pocket money, navy
blue, bullet proof jock straps,
and make them Airline
Stewards.
Completely ludicrous.
So what if they don't speak
In thinking of Charles Man- Lebanese? They- don't- speak
:son and other people- sxho are
English either.
unwell in the head, "What's-hisI understand the governname" comes to mind.
ment's reluctance. After all, the
You know, Quadaffy, or Kadnetwork would have to show
daffi, or Quadaffiey,`Or Kadafreruns of Hulk Hogan and
fyie. A man who is at least in
Rowdy Roddy Piper matches.
his fifties and still cannot spell
But please, let's remember our
his Iasi name, should not be
committment to our fellow
allowed to be one of the most
Americans, folks.
feared and powerful leaders on
There. Simplicity is such
earth. Something should be
sweet success. What's that you
done about this.
said?? Nkncy Reagan embezzlIsn't it too bad that Oral
ed Si million;from the White
Roberts already received the
House Grocery Fund to buy
mones he "needed"?
new table linens? Here we go
I wasn't aware that God was
again.
in the habit of holding people
Downa Flask
for ransom. And what a greedy
Wire Editor

Higgins responds to critics
Hello
PINHEADS
cartoonland!

in

Sorry I hasen't contacted you
sooner, but there hasn't been
room for me on this page
because of ludicrous comments.
At this time I would like to
clear up some exaggerated
misconceptions about ms cartoon strip..Nou know!.., that
filths, vulgar, over-paid,
homophobic, racist, oppressive
to feminists slob Tom Higgins
and Scrrwballs.
You should-know-that I artithc lowest paid cartoonist you
have eser had the misfortune of
reading.
My weekly salary for both
the strip and editorial cartoons
is a whopping $35 before taxes.'
Considering I put in about 20
hours a week, that means I
make an astronomical $1.75 an
hour. Not a bad salary if you
like "Mackerel.-"
And yes, I am homophobic,
...to think I might die from
some suffering pervert, who
somewhere along the line chose
to stick it elsewhere, is vers.
scary indeed.
With religious jokes abounding, and the validity of the
church being questioned, you
better believe you'll get a little
shit flung at you too!!!
And yes, I do use filthy
language.

1 occasionally take great
pride in using the "F" word
correctly.
Why should this be such a
shocker?...I mean, think about
it, the very act itself gave you
pinheads life in the first place!!!

Cornecilson
BILL COSBY

Saying "shucks" when your
hand is caught itt a vice just
doesn't cut it with me.
You'll be glad to know that
I'm not "racist." But I do
play on racial stereotypes.

Surprisingls I do have foundation for this. Just look at the
entertainment world today.
Comedians such as Don
Rickles, Buddy Hackett and
Richard Pryor, nave forever
played on these stereotypes.
Pryor likes to play a white
hilly-billy cowbOv "too dumb to
clean his boots.
And of course the feminists
don't like me! But then again,
lithe)' didn't have something to
squeak about, no one would
know they were there!!!
What is that old peoverb that
comes to mind??? Something
about grease and squeaky
wheels?
In closing I think it is important to understand that 1 - must
_remain critical in cartooning.
This is an essential tool to be a
good/bad cartoonist.
I 'Say this, knowing %Yell that
my own shortcomings may be
much greater!
I think if you pinheads
weren't already biased from my
cartoons, you might even like
me!! ... you see! ... I'm one of
those sensitive big guys ... you
know ... "Kind of a teddy bear
with muscles."

Tommy Screwball Higgins
Staff Artist
P.S. 'Til next time pinheads.
keep those cards and letters
coming

Dietrich slamdunked by student
Deah editah,
YO, Mistah Dietrich! Yoah
tah-rade agaynst high school
basketball in the state o' Maine
is gettin' us a might steamed!
Can't ya see that high school
athletics is the ware o' the future
and that youah pig-headedness
is only keeping .ya from seem'
the light? Huh, can't ya?
PahfessiOnals like them theah
Brewins and Selticks and Seventyssixahs down in the City all
'is theah games! Don't ya know
that? Huh, Don't ya? Theah all

paid off a-head o' time to throw
theah games. But not us up
heah in Easten Maine, by
Jeezus, foah we have the last
%estige o' credible spoaht in
high school basketball.
Gimme a wicked good battle
between Presque Isle and Car:
ryboo an' ah'll be happy as a
clarn in mud. Hell, that's even
bettah than a bean suppah.
Wake up and smell the papeuh mill, ya dum flat-landah.
Fmmett P. Phillips
502 Oak Hall

Giving credit to those
who have written
From the editor:
While I realize this letter is
supposed to be a funny bit, or
maybe something sarcastic, I've
opted to use my space for credit.
We have received more than
200 letters to the editor, and
now's our only chance to say
thanks for taking the time to
voice your opinion.
The topics have been wide
and varied and the opinions are
always different.
And regardless or whether

you think your letter did
anything dramatic, you were
heard.
We are not supposed to be a
%chicle for arguments — but
often are. We try to avoid being
a page of advertisements, but
sometimes it looks that was.
Just remember, suggestions
a
welcome,
unsigned
criticisms go up on the bulletin
board`and advertising is 1273.
Jennifer. Girr
Editorial Page Editor

Screwballs defended
Letter from the editor:
To all of those hypocrites
who slam Tommy Higgins cartoon Screwballs:
You guys really disgust me.
Here you are saying how
distasteful his cartoon is
because he blasphemes God,
jokes about homosexual issues,
and uses swear words yet you all
are the first ones to tell Christa
!McAuliffe, Liberace, and gay.
jokes. This is a laugh.'
Torn Higgins is only reflecting the humor of the college
community.. Yes, he really is. Do

not tell me that you have never
told a racist. sexist, gay or creed
joke in your lifetime. 1 know
better.
Please spare him the unjustified outrage because you
have nothing to back up your
argument with. Your all a bunch
of hypocrites.
Besides, if you get outraged
at a simple joke, you will have
a hard time getting through the
rest of your life.

Christina Baldwin
Magazine Editor
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Commentor cans. Canpus(sic)
Dear editor:
l'dd lick you to no that I tink
the grammar and tha speling in
the Main Canpus is absolutely
pathetic.
I'm tired of mispelled wordes
and other gramar errors. It is
realy badly.
I am hearby ofer my services
as a copyedittor. I tink I would
dos a realy grande job.
Not only am I an honor student. I have one many %slitting
awardes. You could realy bennefitt from my help.
You need more intelijent
students to get ensoI4d in the

news paper before it turns to
crude.
I pay S2-50 a semester for tha
rage. and I tink its ripped off.
Evetyboddy down in Suit 78
shield be given tha red slip. I on)y wishe that I'dd aplyed for
edittor before the dedline.
Tha only good ting about the
Canpus is the responce page.
At least tha rest of the student on canpus can right tarely
good. I no you never half to
corect them.
I called the edittor, Rabbeca
Smith. tha odder day to sea
w hen my letter wood be printed.
She said this was a tipical

Icier from a student. No is under
they run double responce pages
from time to time.
It must bee eesier for the
Canpus staf when they dos this.
Less time edittting. It must help
quit a bits.
anyways; I plan to ruin
for edittor next. semester
becuase I no any one cood do
a better job then Becy Smith.
Lida McGovern, Mike Da
Chico, Jan Vertabrae, Jenn Jirr
or any of thos guys.
Just wayi and sea.
Asa Rage
Student

Smith exPlains a couple of things
From the edit*:
I would like to take this opportunity to explain two things
to you — the University of
Mainecommunity.
First I'd like to explain how
you should go about trying to
get a story covered. Second. I
would like to explain that I am
not a walking encyclopedia.
One problem I have is
responding to the question:
"How do I go about getting a
story covered.'"
Unfortunately., Calling and
asking this question does not
guarantee publication.
A number of factors need to
be considered before that decision is made:
•If the story is newsworthy.

The Dint

•If there's anyone available to
cover it.
*If the story can be written
and run while it is still timely.
(before-The event is over or question is mute).
'If there is space to put in in
the paper.
Coverage can't be guaranteed
because we must work within
the constraints of the
newspaper and within space
limitations.
Don't get me wrong, I don't
mind being told about an event
or possible story, I love it. A lot
of news would be missed if people didn't call.
I just want people to understand that the ultimate decision
on whether it is published has
considerations other than the
fact that someone called.

Another problem is that people assume I know all campus
facts.

"You mean you don't know
what paper it's in; "the rather
short "Oung man askedas if I
had just told him that there isn't
The questions I get include:
a Sadta Claus.
when Bumstock will be, what
I ,admit it, I don't know
the basketball score is at the
everything.
half, or-which administrative or
ii try my best to answer all
student office someone should
these questions, but sometimes
contact with his/her particular • /I can't. Please be tolerant.
concern.
/ It gets very difficult to keep
One of my favorites was? track of e‘erybody, everybody's
phone number, all past issues,
when a student came down
and is hen every event is
looking for a certain world nesiis
happening.
story that appeared lost
I hope this clarifies a couple
semester. He wanted to know if
of things.
I knew the date, page, and

triter araIN!
Be yea will your
Meads to high?
Teachers to hate
You?
Moo of this will
loom if you write.

where he could find the issue.
I directed him to the'listing of
all .%faine Campus ,Mories for
Fall, and he looked' at me in
amazement.

MU

Whale group
meets Thursday
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•UN YEARSMTER

•THE AMERICANSWIM

To the editor:
The Society for the Extinction of Whales will be meeting
Thursday. April 2, in the
Maples.—- All people interested in ridding our planet of these foul
beasts are ins ited.
Vie believe that the world
could only benefit from the
absence of all cetacean life.
How many people are we going
to lose in boats that these
sicious creatures attack?
Last year some 120 innocent
lives were lost after whales capsized their boats.
The beaches are not safe
either. All along the West Coast
there hase been reports of packs
of man-eating dolphins terrorizing public beaches.
SEW. is trying to stop e injustice that is being done.
The Coast Guard and the
Navy haw lye ability to rid the
se
these marine terrorists.
We're paihing for legislation to
get our armed forces to protect
us.
The meeting will start at 7
p.m. in room 102.

Tama
Ellen
Aroo

Baler
Tama
Corte
John
Como
Mat
Bet vs
Bum
Steve
Cu.
Eric
How
Tim
!AUK

Billiam Barrollo
Whale Hater

_
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Overpopulation caused by acid rain, Mitchell says

Senator links all problems to acid:
WASHINGTON (BS) —
George Mitchell, D-Maine, said late
yesterday that 90 percent of the world's
problems are caused by acid rain.
,
Mitchell said he has been conducting
a study on the subject for the past five
years and that now was the time to go
public with his findings.
"I have travehad to many Third World
countries and have found conclusive
evidence linking the problems of starvation, overpopulation, the war in
Nicargua and polution of the environment to acid rain," he said.
He said last year's disaster at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant in the Soviet
Union was also caused by acid rain.
"Sulfur from plants in the United
States traveled to Russia across a giant
air mass. When it mixed with moisture
in the atmosphere in that country, it
formed acid rain. The acid rain, in turn,
poured down upon the plant, weakened
the main reactor and caused it to explode," he said.
Mitehetl made the statement before an
audience of about 50 members of the
United States Congressmen's Wive's
Crochetting Association.
Mitchell said most of the overpopulation in the world is caused by acid rain
contaminating the environment.
Because the environment is contaminated, people have nothing better to
do than stay indoors and "make
babies," he said.
This leads to starvation in much of the
world, he said.

So much of the world's soil is acidic
that people dare not grow food on it out
of fear that if they eat the food, they will
become, "60s acidhippies who look like
Jimi Hendrix and play guitar with their
tongues," he said.
MoHammed Noacidformethankyou,
president of Third World Nations
Against Acid Rain, praised Mitchell.
"He has done a great thing by conducting this study'," he said. "So many of
us here in Nicargua realize that acid rain
landing upon the heads of the Contra
Rebels has made them crazy."
Noacidformethankyou, who is also a
physiological psychologist, said the acid
from the rain enters the brain and triggers a chemical that promotes alliance
with Right Wing groups and the Rev.
Jerry Falwell.
He went on to say this is why so many
people in the United States, where acid
rain levels are especially high, think
Reagan is doing an excellent job and the
litTL _club is a legitimate religious
organization.
Even the president himself has not
gone unscathed by acid rain, Mitchell
said.
"That man was once a brilliant, articulate actor," he said. "One day, he
was campaigning in New Hampshire, got
caught in a downpour, and became the
bumbling idiot you see today."
Mitchell said if acid rain is not stopped soon, we could all become Reagan
clones by 12:30,--p.m. tomorrow.

Senator George Mitchell holds clock showing that there are less than 24
hours until the world's population hetomes Reagan clones.
The ads are real, the stories are set of this wind.

Resolutions Coming Before General Student Senate

April 1, 1987 (TONIGHT!)
* An act to establish a representative, accountable, and democratic University process to research, examine
and engage in free and informed debate on student interests, needs, financial burdens, and the quality of
education.

R.

Velk

* An Kt 10 instruct and employ student legal services to file legal suit against the University of Maine for
--breach of contract and denial of our 14th Amendment constitutional rights of procedural due process.
An act to allocate $500.00 to the American Society of Civil Engineers.
* An act to impeach the student government president due to dereliction of duty for failing to uphold Art.
5, Part 1, Sec. 1.b of the Student Constitution.
• An act to help sponsor the International Affairs Club Educational trip to the United Nations.
• An act to allocate $1000.00 for the Forest Resource Club.

General Student Senate 19864987
Androscoggin
Tania Chadbourne 4918
Lllen Cossperthwalte 491/
Aroostook
wends (iulliser 4524
Balentiat"Fatabrooke
Tamara 1)a,is 4621
orbeii
John Gallant 4738
Cumberhutil
Matthew Thomas 4931
Bets, Norcross 4936
Dunn
Stmen Bennett 474'
Gannett
1 rh. Leing
Hancock
I im Pea,

Han
Brad Grant 4726
Kennebec
Charles Reeves 4585
Kilos
Barbie &silo
Gar) Bresnchan 4837
OsIont
Bill Kenneth 4814
Rorrs Duffner 4810
Penobscot
Phil Turnuel
Somerset
Terrence McGregor 4826
Mark Tuson 4826
York
Karen Monte!! 4515
Mart, Lisingston 4515

Off Campus Senators
Toni [behold 866-5661
Ton) Dobotrrg 942-7719
Joe Baldacci
Johanna Reddish 827-6154
John Alterman
Steve Moore 866-3879
hel Luchetil 866-4583
Garr) Higgins
Theresa Joyce 866-3625
Mark Kimner
Donald Landa 866-2873
Donald McMullin 866-2429
Steve Vachon 866-2429
Sally Paul,
Jessica boos 866-2196
Chris Moorehead 866-3550
Tania Mai-cite 666-3960
Alison Wile,
Ted Sutton 866-4625
,
Matthew Kenney 866-794
John O'Dea 827-4800
John Millet 866-3510
Jell re Forget

Fraternities
Patrick Sweeney 4173
Michael °Angelo 4162
Graduate
Mark Hagelin

Student Government Office
Pres. Christopher Boothby 1775
Vice Pres. Carl Robbins 1775
? r
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Marines in Moscow cautioned to avoid Soviet women
MOSCOW (BS) — Marines in
Moscow are grieved by the news of their
impending recall announced by the State
Department.
"It's hit us all pretty hard, said
Sargent Guy Leather. "Back in America
we vs ill never be able to get a good Russian woman."
The marines are being pulled out after
charges were filed against two of them
for releasing secret documents.

"You know, I don't understand, you
sneak a good looking Russian woman
into the embassy and all they want is to
take a tour of the secret halls and
passageways. You try to score while
you're with them and they tell you they're
not that kind of girl.
"So they say, 'Let's go to the
documents room so I can write down
your phone number.'Boy' I guess I was
duped." Leather said.

Marine Training Colonel Hatch Cut is
in charge of all training of the Embassy
Guards.
Cut is reevaluating his training techniques to battle the "new enemy."
"In the future all emabassy guards will
not be allowed to showe{. We hope the
stench of morning calisthenics will hold
these voluptuous hussies at bay," Cut
said.

"We are try ing everything short of
mandatory castration to curb the temptations. these men have to face everyday," Cut said. '
One of Cut's plans is to show porno
flicks to the guards on weekends, and
hiring prostitutes once a month to entertain them.
"If anything it will keep the guards on
their toes, and give them something to
look forward to." Cut said.

Reagan trips out of airplane and hurts nose
WASHINGTON (BS) — President
Ronald Reagan slipped and fell as he exited Air Force One late Tuesday night.
_Reagan sustained a bad cut to his nose
— he landed on it — and after consulting with doctors at Bethesduh Belk'
Button Hospital, he announced he
would not make public appearances until the cut is fully healed.

Dr. Hugo Shnozzola said the injury
could take as long six months to heel..
"At Reagan's age, he might even need
surgery. But I don't.know if his heart
could take it, he always shied away from
getting plastic surgery'," said the ear,
nose and throat specialist.
He was descending his special exiting
stairs when he lost his balance on the

The ads an nil. Ma stades ars sat el Ibis WWII,

Margarita's Restaurant in Camden is taking ap'plications for summer employment. Anyone interested may apply in person on Thursday, April 2
between 1 '3 p.m. at the Orono Margarita's. No
phone calls please.

PETTY'S PIZZA
SAUCE
FROM AN OLD
FAMILY RECIPE
CHEESE
100'o REAL
WHOLE MILK
MOZZARELLA

FRESH DOLGH
WHITE OR WHEAT
MEATS & VEGIES
WIDE SELECTION
FRESH TOPPINGS

George Bush said he would fill in at
public appearances for Reagan until his
nose is healed. If Bush has a conflicting
appointment, Bonzo will be sent in the
president's place.

Don Samuelson said, "People started
screaming.
"I have never seen so many reams of
shredded paper hidden in the back of a
car. It's horrifying to think that such a
fine American car would allow itself to
be manipulated and used."
The police said Orth continued driving until the document shredder began
shredding the carpeting and Naugahyde
upholstery.
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The police then took the car into
custody with the government offering it
immunity from prosecution if it would
tell everything about the type of papers
Orth made it shred.
Orth said he didn't doutilbhiat his car
would take the fifth, but "wouldn't it be
tragic if it really did take a fifth? "
The car could not be reached for
comment.

Ruyspring Studios
presents:

CALZONES
ALL YOUR
FAVORITES

SANDWICHES
30 VARIETIES

PIZZA
WITH A DIFFERENCE

WASHINGTON (BS) — Lt. Col. N8Ilie
Orth's station wagon has been implicated as a conspirator in the IranContra affair, government officials said
Tuesday.
Suspicion was aroused when Orth
slammed the car's door, and reporters
said they heard a loud motor start near
the rear of the car.
"I heard the motor, and then heard
this bizarre ripping noise," . said one
unidentified reporter.
Orth then allegedly rolled down his
window, and, in an effort to distract the
attention of the reporters, turned on the
car radio and began singing "Paper
Roses."
While Orth sang, he started his car's
engine.
As he drove away, he allegedly hit a
pothole a fifth the size of his imagination, and the bottom fell out of the station wagon.

traff

S
.

"If he could. I would advise him to
get a red one — it's my favorite color you
know"

Nollie Orth's station wagon
suspected in Iran scandal

Summer Help Needed

_

rain soaked stairs.
His secret agents tried to catch him,
and John Doe almost did, but Reagan's
nose still hit the pavement.
First Lady Nancy Reagan said, "Poor
Ronny, he's had so many problems with
his nose lately. It's too bad he can't throw
it out like a used dress and buy a new
one.

57 e.;
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News Briefs
57 car pile-up halts
traffic in New Jersey
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PENNSAUKEN, New Jersey
(BS) — A 57-car pileup on the
New Jersey turnpike is the subject
of investigation by the National
Transportation Safety Board.
No one was injured in the pileup
which
occurred
Tuesday
afternoon. •
"I've never seen so much twisted
metal," said a NTSB investigator. "What a mess."
Joe Kowalski, head .of the
NTSB, said the accidents Occurred
in a chain reaction collision caused by one car.
The car was driven by New
Jersey resident David Ryan Wells,
37, of Pennsauken.
Kowalski said Wells lost control
of his car, causing it to go into a
spin, colliding with 56 oncoming
cars.
Kowalski believes Wells was trying to swat a fly on his window
while he was driving down the
highway at 80 miles per hour.
"We [the NTSBI have strong
evidence that the dead fly on

Wells's dashboard may have been
killed seconds before the accident," Kowalski said. "That's
just speculation, but experts are
performing an autopsy on'the fly
this minute to determine the exact
cause of death."
Wells could not be reached for
comment.

Saccharin cures rats
of cancer, study shows
BERWICK (BS)
Saccharin has been determined to
cure cancer in laboratory rats,
a scientist said Tuesday.
Luigi Corrolli, an Italian
biologist, has found decreased
incidents of cancer in rats which
ingested saccharin.
"For years, scientists have
though that saccharin was a
killer. All I can say is that
they're wrong," Corrolli
said."
Rats who suffer from cancer
can now be cured under Corrolli's saccharin injection
treatment.
A human treatment for
cancer using saccharin has proven unsuccessful, Corrolli said.

IM&It
Fwebird

"I lost a lot of good human
subjects trying to perfect the
serum," Corrolli said. "That
was a real damper on my
research."

"Wheel" host to seek
presidency in 1988
HOLLYWOOD (BS) — A
spokesperson for syndicated
game shows publicly announced Tuesday that Wheel of Fortune host, Patrick Sajak, will
formally announce his candidacy for the 1988 Republican
presidential
nominiation
sometime this month..
Sajak's spokesperson, former
President Jimmy Carter, said,
"He'll finish the season out on

The Wheel of Fortune, but will
begin campaigning by midApril."
Sajak's proposed domestic
and foreign policies. Carter
said, will closely resemble-that
of the Reagan administration.
"He plans to make all decisions by the spin of the
wheel," Carter said.
Carter said Sajak also plans
to out-do Reagan's deficitcutting efforts by not taking
two turns, (as the present administration does), but by spinning once for the deficit and
twice for all budgets.
Nothing definite has been
planned for a running mate, but
Carter said Sajak has been playing the "home game" on a daily basis with his hostess Vanna
White

The ads are real, the stories are eat of this wend.

Wed. April 1
5 - 8 p.m.
30% off everything

SPRING
GRADUATES:

GET 3.9 APR.
THE CREDIT
YOU DESERVE
Once again, were proud to offer
the GMAC College Graduate
Finance Plan GMAC wants to
help us give you the credit you
chase price, or a 90-day deferral
deserve, and the keys to a new
on your payments, as a graduaPontiac
tion present from GMAC
GMAC
financFor This special
After all, graduating from coting, all you need is your diploma
lege is no small achievement
proof of a lob a low down
We're proud to offer you one of
payment, the ability to meet
your first rewards GMAC is
monthly payments and no
an Equal Credit Opportunity
derogatory credit references
Company
You II get $400 off the purAT KELLEY'S YOU'RE "NO. 1"BECAUSE YOU'VE MADE US"NO. 1"

KELLEY y
PONTIAC-mAZDA

699 BROADVV A Y, BANGOR
945 9448-947.7308

.
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r •
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sclitorium

El Cheepa's
Dance Club

ALCOHOL FREE NIGHT
Wednesday, April 1
All ages invited to Dance to the sounds of Jeff
Savage. Open 8 - 1 a.m.

Cards Gifts
44 Alain Street
Orono, Maine 04473
(207) 866-4592
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Stiff Write

Mud wrestling team goes to L.A.
b.% Reblicca Smurf
Smut Writer

"Vie almost lost. But tit the tinal
quarter, one of the Pigs lost her bikini
top and was disqualified,"Fighter said.

The little known University of Maine
She said that the rules state that
mud wrestling team has earned a trip to
the National Mud Wrestling Champion- women must wear a top and a bottom
during the game. If either are lost, the
ships in Los Angeles this weekend.
"We won the Mud-East League in a player is disqualified and can't be
tough match Tuesday against the Brown replaced.
Pigs."said Sandy Fighter, co-captain of
Has ing one more player than the Pigs
the five woman. six man team.
in the final quarter allowed the UMajne
The ses we neat the stories are out of this world.

We'd like to introduce
you to the newest
spokesman for the
American Heart
Association.
Just as soon as
he's born.

mud clingers to come back from a 10
point deficit.
!ma Silt, who plays defensive for the
mud stingers. said she feels kind of sorry
for Bobby Titman of the Pigs for getting thrown out of the game.'
"It could have happened to anyone."
.
she said.
"Sometimes it can be really hard to
keep your top on while playing."
Player Mack Stone said "I can't
believe we've come this far. It's a great
honor to make the championships:"
"It has been a difficult year for us to
practice, and the university won't give us

iNt

Night.
Night,

Second

The mud -wrestlers will have to play
three games. The team with the most
points will win.
The other teams are from the linker
.sity of Southern California, the Univer
city of Wisconsin, and Lousianna State
.4=i1=11r=11=11=rf=ir-

B'rith Hillel

Vfonday April 13
With Colby College Hillel
Tuesday April 14
With Congregation Beth Israel

advanced reservations required by April 6
contact: Charles Adelberg, 581-3155
leave message please

toAmerican Heart Association
A4,4

vICIO6'.0C

PASSOVER SEDERS

The same baby who, ten years
ago. wouldn I have lived to
speak his first word But now
doctors can look inside the
hearts of unborn babies detect
disorders and correct them at
birth Thanks to research. he
can have a healthy normal life

Whild tt
dome were
. game, som

any fads. so getting this far is - really
amazing," he said.
UMaine has never even come close to
the championships. he said.
"The closest we ever came to winning
was placing tenth out of the 15 eastern
teams: "Stone said. "This year we're top
of the mud."
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CAMPUS
TALENT
SHOW
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LIVING ON CAMPUS?.
DONT MISS OUT
SIGN UP IN TIME
1
ROOM SIGN-UP STARTS APRIL 6
{

WE HAVE THE HALL FOR YOU

APRIL 6, 1987
7:30 p.m.

-

21 RESIDENCE HALLS TO CHOOSE FROM....,

I

COED- SINGLE SEX
AND MORE

IN THE DAMN YANKEE
MEMORIAL UNION
DO YOU HAVE TALENT?
DO YOU WANT TO TURN IT
INTO CASH?

YORK HALL - UPPERCLASS STUDENTS ONLY
i

CHADBOURNE HALL - NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENTS
AGE 22 AND OVER- - '

i
I

i

COLVIN HALL - COED, COOPERATIVE

REGISTER IN THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT OR OCB
OFFICE IN THE MEMORIAL UNION OR CALL US AT
581-1775 OR 581-1840
•

SPONSORED BY SEA AND OCB
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PRESENT RESIDENTS- SEE YOUR R.A. or R.D.

;

FUTURE RESIDENTS - CONTACT THE
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RESIDENTIAL LIFE OFFICE, ESTABROOKE.

;
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YORK VILLAGE - UPPERCLASS SINGLE STUDENTS
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ESTABROOKE HALL - GRADUATE STUDENTS
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$500 IN
CASH PRIZES
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Coleman, Douglas to play
basketball for Black Bears
Is! Sc.00p Hassle, .
Stiff Writer
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While the seats in Louisiana's Superdome were stilt warm following Indiana's
° victorY,Crtier Syracuse in the NCAA title
. game, some astounding news rocked the
sports world.
Syracuse point guard Sherman
Douglas and freshman teammate Der-- rick Coleman announced Tuesday that
they would transfer to the University of
Maine.
"We're sick and tired of always winding up on the short end of the
stick," said Douglas, in a press conference after the Orangemen's 74-73 losl
- to -Bobby Knight's Hoosiers.
"This team is notorious for choking
in the big games, and we simply don't
. want to be associated with the program
here any longer." Coleman said.
Coleman said that he and Douglas
chose Maine because it offered an opportunity to get out from under the college basketball spotlight.
"Ne can get rid of our celebrity status
- while still playing for a-quality team,- Coleman Said.
Douglas attributed Syracuse's inability
to win the big ones to poor coaching.
"Coach (Jim I Boeheim simply doesn't
have what it takes to lead a top-ranked
team to a national title; not this year or
any othergeear," he said.
Boeheim's chief short-coming as a
oach. according to Douglas, is his lack
of control over his players.
"Most of us don't pay any attention
to what he has to say," Douglas said.
"Rony (Seikaly) is the only one who
ever listens to him, and he's just being

,
11

"When I'm on the court and he calls
me over, I look the other way... WM
should I listen to a loser?" Douglas said.
Coleman said that Boeheim's
coaching had nothing to do with getting
the team into the NCAA final. .
"We really backed into it," he said,
remembering back to earlier rounds in
the tournament.
"Just look at the teams we went up
against to get here — Georgia Southern
and. Western Kentucky for example."
Coleman said.
Douglas said that he looked forward
to playing at Maine because it offered
a tougher regular-season schedule.'
"Syracuse schedules two games a year
with doormat teams like Georgetown. St.
John's, Villanova, and Providence, — he
said.
"Occasionally, they'll even face teams
such as Duke or North Carolina; clubs
with nb talent whatsoever," Douglas
said.
He said Maine's schedule against
powerhouses like Colgate'and UNH is
more attractive to him.
"Also, the North Atlantic Conference
has a quicker and more exciting playing
style," Douglas said.
UMaine scout Tree Lewis, who first
contacted Coleman and Douglas during
the regular season, said he was uncertain
how the two would fit into the Maine
lineup.
Lewis said the Black Bear squad was
already looking strong next season.
"We'll probably redshirt them for a
season anyway so they can get accustomed to our style," Lewis said.

Black Bear pitcher cheers after learning he was chosen to replace Roger Clemens
for the Red Sox. He will be earning 5750.00 a year and though he was sorry to
have to lease (Maine said, "Hell, there's no was I'd ,,ta) here if I have to give
up a six-pack of beer a week."
The ads are real, the stories are out at this wit

SENIOR WEEK 1987 April 20 - 26
MONDAY April 26

TUESDAY April 21

WEDNESDAY April 22
THURSDAY April 23

FRIDAY April 24

SATURDAY April 25
SUNDAY Aptil 26

Senior Week Kickoff: FIREWORKS at 8:45 p.m.!! Meet at the football
v. Followed by a PUBNIGHT in the Damn
grandstand for a spectacular shi:TCYankee from 9:15 p.m. to midnight, featuring Just The Facts. Admission
$1.00. Cash bar.
Faculty Wine & Cheese Reception in the Maine Center for the Arts, 3:30 to
6:30. All seniors and faculty are encouraged to attend. Free admission.
Return to Hutchins Concert Hall at 8:00 p.m. to see the New England New
Vaudeville Review. This is a travelling company known throughout the country. We hope you'll all attend - we guarantee it will be fantastic!!
Maine Da - We encouNge seniors to participate in the day's festivities.
Pub Crawling!! Beginnint 700 p.m. at Yianni's. The bus will run continuously on a route from Vianni's to Pat's & Margarita's, to the 'Noka back
to Yianni's. Each establishment will offer drink specials to seniors! Please
pisairtrifake t he btts
free '
Stay tuned for more inform'ation about the bus schedule.
Senior Formal!!!! at the Bangor Civic Center - Buffet dinner at 7:00 p.m.
followed by entertainment by the Karen Nason Band until 1:00 a.m. Price
only $15 per person. Transportation provided.
Stay tuned for morcinfo. on bus schedule and dinner details
Free day -- Enjoy Bumstock!!
First Annual Senior Week Road Race! A 5k race around the campus. Prizes
and T-shirts and lots of fun. Beginning at 1:00 p.m. at Rangeley Road at
Hilltop. No entry fee! Free T-shirt to the first 50 entrants. prizes & trophies
to top finishers and participants

We encourage all seniors to participate in the many events during Senior
Week. Please help us make this week a huge success!!
BY SENIOR COUNCIL
BROL'GHT TO YOU

It)
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Bocci ball team wins after gangland slaying
by Ben Wah
Sports Scribe
The University of Maine bocci ball
tearn struggled through a case of opening day jitters and a gangland slaying to
convincingly trounce Franklin Pierce
College four games to three.
The contest, which was held at Scarpint Field (the unequivocable mecca of
American bocci ball) on the Franklin
Pierce campus, was the season opener
for both squads.
The victory bodes the Black Bears well
in the quest for a national title. Maine
entered the game ranked ninth nationally
and is looking to improve on its 23-7
record of a season ago.
"I'm definitely. pleased with the way
we performed today," Maine Coach
Rocky Baroofi said. "The boys really
came to play and it showed."

Franklin Pierce jumped out front early', taking advantage of sporadic Black
Bear scoring in the matchup's initial
.phasies to put a scare into Maine.
But the Squids fell prey to the Black
Bears' uncanny, accuracy and amazing
dexterity as the contest progressed.
"Oh yeah, sure I was worried."
Maine captain Antonio Mottozzelli said.
"But I also knew that once we calmed
don our game plan would fall into
place."
Mottozzelli started the Maine rally in
the sixth frame by rolling a beautifully
spun bocci through the pins and inaugurating one of the more memorable
comebacks in the illustrious history of
NCAA bocci ball.
"Aw heck, it was nothing," Mottozzelli said. "I just got up there and did
my stuff. I knew we could de it if we
really put our hearts into it."

The contest was not without tragedy. actually, I guess.they were gunning for
though, as Nick "the spider" Scorttacthat other coach first, yeah, theguy they
ci, the Franklin Pierce assistant coach
iced between the third and fourth, ,but,
and reputed head of the Berlin, N.H..
he. I was damn proud of us today.
mafia, was gunned down between the
third and fourth frames while polishing
"These guys, theY made me proud to
a bocci.
be a !stainer. Even prouder than when
"Well, yes, I'd have to say that shook
Caribou High School won the hoop
the team up a bit," Squids' Coach tourney' back in the 70s..
Vincent Vvacciio said. "I think that's the
first time that this has happened, at least
"On top of that, we played a good fair,
the first time it's happened to met"
honest game. And isn't that what really
Vvacciio's comment was probably a
counts — playing fair?" Peperronnio
bit Of an understatement as the Squids
added. "Nobody cursed or nothing, and
didn't tally a single point the rest of the
the boys all wore their dress shoes and
afternoon and Maine was able to make
ties and looked real nice."
up a 49-point deficit.
"It's a big, big, big, big win fot us,"
Black Bear. Frank Peperronnio said.
The Black Bears return home Wednes"After all we are the defending Northeast day for a 7:30 p.m. Alumni Field
.champions and everybody and their
matchup with the Tennessee School of
brother are always gunning for us. Well, Agricultural implements.
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Maine's claim to title lost after Hoosier victory
by 0.J. Choke
Staff Writer
As Indiana Hoosier Keith Smarts last
second jumper settled into the net, the
University of Maine's claim to the
NCAA title disappeared.
Since the Black Bears had knocked off
the Michigan State Spartans, who then
defeated the Michigan Wolverines, who
had already squeezed the Syracuse
Orangemen, many die-hard Black Bear
Inns felt a Syracuse victory in the NCAA
Championships would prove that the
Black Bears were actually the premier
team in the nation.
"Them Jahn Orangemen jest choked
away owah chances for a champeen-

ship," said Homer Livingston of East
MattawIngnut. "That there Derrick Coleman otta be shot for missin' that foul
shot."
Black Bear fans were not the only.
,ones wbti- were disappointed by the
Syracuse loss,
"I don't know what Syracuse was trying to pull, but they didn't even bother
to guard Smart in the second half,"
said Maine captain Slim Boilin. -I would
have been in his face. And there's no way
that that wimp, Steve Alford would have
hit seven threepointers with me on
him."
Sophomore guard Nat Rocksinrolls
agreed.

- "I can't believe what a terrible job
(Sherman) Dougla.s and (Greg) Monroe
did on Alford and Smart," he said.
"Alford's a mediocre player and he gets
23 points. And who is this Smart guy
anyway? Syracuse practically handed
him the MVP award."
Maine Coach Rip Lapelle said that
Syracuse lost because they were
outcoached.
"Jim Boeheim lost the game for his
kids," he said. "When Smart got hot
he should have gone to a box-and-one
on him. Bobby Knight is a superior
coach. That's what it came down to. If
we had been in the game like we descry.
ed to be, you can bet that Smart
TM

wouldn't have been allowed to go wild
like he did. If Boeheim pulled that at
UMaine, President Lick would have him
out of here in no time."
Maine Center Coco Krispjes had
another view Of the game.
"Coleman choked," he said. "You
knew that he was going to blow it.
He really let us down. Derrick Coleman cost us the national championship."
Reports .from the Syracuse locker
room following the game proved that
Coleman had choked. Coach Boeheim
said that Coltman was rushed to an area
hospital where doctors performed the
Heimlech Maneuver to save the gagging
freshman
ads ars Ma the stories Ire out of Otis world.

SENIOR CHALLENGE
We have spent many memorable years at the University of
Mane Cur investment of time has led to personal growth
through experience in and out of the classroom, Soon well be
able to realize the benefits of our achievement.
As a member of the Class of 1987. we have an opportunity to
continue ibis investment while contributing to-the future
devetopment of our University, The 1987_SeniorChallenge
program provides this opportunity.'
Sericr Challenge is co-sponsored by the Class of 1987 and the
UMaine Alumni Association. Its our chance to carry on a proud
tradition of alumni support for excellence at MAINE.
Since 1875, University of Maine alumni have taken an active
role in shaping the future of the University. The class of 1987 is
proud to share their pride and spirit...

Off Campus Board

Elections

David Driscoll
Juliana Dubay
Matthew Dunlap
Heidi Ellis
Lorraine Faulkner
Michelle Ferraro
Jennifer French
Ruth Gagnon
Kelly Galligan
Katherine Gill
Jennifer Lynn Goodwin
Parker Grant
Mark Hamlin
Joseph Hainan
Scott Harrison
Christopher Hennessey
Andrea Hines
Daniel Hitchcock
Marsha Jewell
Margery Johnson
Theresa Joyce
John Kovacs
Lisa Lachance
Sharon LaFlamme
Stephen Landry
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steven Oueilette
Karen Leopold
Mary Paine
Kenneth Liberty
Sally Ann Pauls
Susan Luke
Diane Phillips
Tina Lutes
Christopher Mader M Cameron Phillips
Greg Pierce
Lynn Marshall
Susan Raymond
David McCarrcr
Robert Riley
Celine McDonald
Lynne McGouldrick Shawn Seeley
David Skidgel
Amanda McGrath
Cheryl Skinner
John McIntire
Tim
Sorel
Julia McLaren
James Sturgis
Robert McMahan
Joan Sutton
Tania Merette
Dawn Talbot
Lisa Miles
Bonny Thibeau
Lisa Miller
Jennifer Thomas
David Mitchell
Donna TranS
Joanne Monsen
Emily Johnes Moore Jeffrey Tully
Robert Turner
Kimberly Morison
Denise Veilleux
Lourdes Murphy
Brian Warren
Kevin Nadeau
Donna Whalen
Todd Noyes
Lois Whitey
Karen 01m4ed
James Young
Jill Metcalf Olson

TAKE STOCK IN MAINE
TAKE THE CHALLENGE
CLASS OF 1987
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.. by tak:ng the challenge. Join us!
Julie Ann Albert
John Ames
Robert Ascanio
Joanne Astle
Beckie Ayers
Lori Barneau
Jay Barrows
Denise Boutin
Eleanor Brady
Gail Brochu
Julie Brooks
Niolce Burden
Julie Byers
Lesiee Canty
Andrea Cesare
Holly Chase
James Cotton
Robert Cuddy
Amy Culver
Patricia Danowski
Diane DeStois
Brigite Dionne
Diane Dolloff
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Off Campus Students
Vote_Aprit 2nd
Hauck Auditorium Lobby
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
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